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The twenty-first century has witnessed a great rise in innovation and discovery.  Scientists can now study 

distant galaxies as well as human genetics. None of these discoveries would have been possible without 

quality education. Twenty first century- a great panorama of modern inventions and discoveries-is taking 

plunge into space for other worlds to explore; but look we could not explore schools scattered here and 

there, abandoned, deserted and closed. 

 

Schools lead the MAN to explore galaxies, space bodies and other worlds above or within us but what if 

schools are grave yards for dead hopes, thirsty aspirations, staggering ambitions and long, yellow, 

drooping grass. 
 

Government Girls Primary School Zahra Miani, District Multan has been closed for the past three 

years.  School had been closed for last three years. The teacher was transferred and the school was 

abandoned.  Parents had no alternative means of educating their children.  

 

Most of the villagers are laborers. Cotton and orange is the major production of this village.The teacher 

got transferred and after that it was left to be a ghost castle .No hope was left for parents to make their 

children literate. The ITA team visited the village and informed the villagers that the school would re-

open. They were extremely happy to learn that their village would once again have a functioning 

school. Ms. Nusrat Firdaus inaugurated the school. Our team visited the village and their happiness 

knew no bound when they came to know that their village would have a live school. School was 

inaugurated by Mz.Nusrat Firdaus. 
 

A team member recalls: “The Happiness happiness on the faces of parents and children was beyond 

words.; The expression in their eyes showed their intense desire to receive a quality education.” “school is 

life. We want life”, I read this in the eyes wandering for hope in the school. 
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